The Flip (2, 2) 
INTRODUCTION
According to Naor and Shamir (1995) , (2,2) Visual Cryptography (VC) is a technique for encrypting the image by dividing the image into two, three or more portions (commonly called a transparency). The portions will be sent to the recipient by the sender and the recipient will obtain information about the secret image, the receiver must have transparency in the appropriate amount and then stack them to get the information. The decryption process can be done by piling up transparency. If the amount of transparency that is stacked less than the amount specified, the recipient will get no information at all about the image being sent .There are two portions of the raw image whose pixel is altered by a block two or four subpixels which do not overlap as shown in Figure 1 .
Figure 1 (2,2) Visual Cryptography Scheme Naor and Shamir (1995) stated that one pixel white in the secret image is expanded, becoming two sub pixels. Because of it, expanded subpixels the size of image would be expanded two times, two subpixels contained in two identical blocks is the result of trimmed from a white pixel and two subpixels contained in two complementary blocks is resulted from the trimming of black pixel. It means that the white pixel in secret image would be expanded into identical two sub pixels in both image portions. For the black pixel in secret image would be expanded into complementary two sub pixels in the first share image and the second share image. The probability of the scheme is the same that fifty percent. This construction of (2,2) can be seen in Figure 2 .
Each of the two pixel portions is obtained from converting each pixel to subpixels pair. The results are one black and one white subpixels superpositioned from a white pixel. On the other hand, subpixels which are black are resulted if the superpositioned pixel is black. A loss of intensity during the conversion occurs, however the reverted pixel is visibly available. The attackers can recognize no useful information about the individual portion since the shares in the layers occur as random noise. It is impossible to decode the message or information, thanks to availability limitation of the portion even with the existence of computer. The drawback of the above method is its unpredictability with no visual information. Although Extended Visual Cryptography have been suggested, it still suffers from the same drawbacks of unpredictability.
Figure 2 Construction of (2,2) Visual Cryptography Scheme Chettri (2014) stated that the 2 out of 2 visual cryptography schemes based on pixel expansion m=2 in detail. The scheme explained is based on k out of k visual cryptography scheme. One single share cannot disclose the secret. To extract the secret message both the shares are needed to superimpose one on another. He provide (2,2) Visual Cryptography (VC) in detail for black and white image based on pixel expansion scheme. Dhole and Janwe (2013) Verma and Khemchandani (2012) , there are several plannings in converting the pixels of the secret image. In this planning, each pixel in the secret image is extracted into four sub pixels. Each of the two pixel portions is obtained from converting each pixel to subpixels pair. The results are one black and one white subpixels superpositioned from a white pixel. On the other hand, subpixels which are black are resulted if the superpositioned pixel is black. It means that the white pixel in secret image would be expanded into identical four sub pixels in the both share images. (Share image sometimes known as transparencies image). For the black pixel in secret image would be expanded into complementary four sub pixels in the first share image and the second share image. Figure 3 illustrates the variation this plan of converting one pixel into four sub pixels in a (2, 2) Visual Cryptography scheme. This plan encrypts the pixels in the raw image evenly. These portions vary from Vertical, Horizontal, to Diagonal portion as shown in the Example five bits an image is (0 0 1 0 1) where '0' represents white or transparent and '1' represents black or opaque , then the first share and the second share can be looked in Table 1 . There still another example of alternative variation because the election randomly to choice horizontal, vertical or diagonal shares. Encrypting an image by random grids was introduced by Shyu (2007) . A binary secret image is encoded into two noise-like transparencies with the same size of the original secret image, and stacking of the two transparencies reveals the content of the secret. Comparing random grids with basis matrices, one of the major advantages is that the size of generated transparencies is unexpanded. Lin et al. (2010) stated that the proposed Flip Visual Cryptography scheme encodes two secret images into two dual purpose transparencies. Stacking the two transparencies can reveal one secret image. Flipping one of the two transparencies and then stacking with the other transparency can reveal the second secret image. Lin et al. (2010) explained a method Flip Visual Cryptography does not create expansion pixels either on image transparency or on image decryption results. Four pixel values of secret image can be read in certain positions. The four pixel values are used as reference to obtain the base matrix. After determining the base matrix, four pixel values at random are chosen. These values are laid into matrix transparency with the same position on reading the pixel values of secret image. This is why flip visual cryptography has no expansion pixels. Unfortunately, the result decryption process still has noise. This article proposed improvement of image decryption. In this new algorithm process, the two secret images from decryption process are compared with the two original secret images. The different values of each pixel, which is counted from subtraction of decrypted image and original secret images, will be inserted to the two key images. The experimental results of this improvement have a good secret image. The noise in decryption process can be eliminated so the two secret images are similar with the original secret images.
The two secret images, that image secret 1 and image secret 2 is presented in Figure 4 and Figure 5 . The result of encryption is transparency 1 (Figure 6 ) and transparency 2 (Figure 7 ). The flip transparency 1 can be described in Figure 8 . When transparency 1 and transparency 2 are stacked, the decrypted secret image 1 (Figure 9 ) will be obtained. When transparency 1 and transparency 2 are flipped, obtain decrypted secret image 2 (Figure 10 ) will be obtained. In this Flip Visual Cryptography process, secret image results of decryption still have noise, therefore in this article, a key value on key image for secret image 1 and secret image 2 is added. Lin et al. (2010) stated that two n x m binary secret images, denoted by S 1 and S 2 , are encoded to get two n x m transparencies T 1 and T 2 , respectively. Without the loss of generality, the goal of the proposed Flip Visual Cryptography scheme is that the secret image S 1 can be decoded by stacking T 1 and T 2 together; whereas the secret image S 2 can be decoded by flipping T 1 over and then stacking with T 2 . Figure 11 illustrates the operation to flip a transparency over, the operation to have a secret image reconstruction, and the operation to process the key image.
METHODS

Let
, |0 1,0 1 and , |0 1,0 1 be the two given black-and-white secret images. Each pixel , and each pixel , are binary in value W (white) pixel or B (black) pixel). Let , |0 1,0 1 and , |0 1,0 1 be the two transparencies to be generated. In the design of transparencies and , represent every ''opaque" pixel of a transparency by 1, and represent every ''transparent" pixel of a transparency by 0. (To distinguish between secret image and transparency image, the words ''opaque and transparent", rather than ''Black and White", are used when the image being talked about is a transparency, rather than an input secret image.). The table of creation matrix can be seen in Lin et al. (2010) . In Definition 1, the stacking operation is symbolized by the symbol '' " which is in fact the OR operator. This coincides with the real world experience: in real world, if two transparencies are stacked, the places which can be seen through are the places where both transparencies can be seen as transparent (both are 0s). Definition 1. Stacking operation . The stacking operation for transparencies is symbolized by '' ", where 0 0 = 0, 0 1 = 1,1 0 = 1, and 1 1 = 1. Lin et al. (2010) .
Assume the quadruple , ,
have the values (0,1,0,0) and one of 16 basis matrix stated in Lin et al. (2010) for ( 0,1,0,0 ) can be looked in Table 2 . This basis matrix have 6 column.One of column matrix randomization is chosen. After getting one column of basis matrix, then this value will be the quadruple , ,
1 of transparency pixels.Suppose with random process, column 3 can be owned, then the value of transparency is (1,0,1,1). From this value , 1, , 1 0, , 1, , 1 1. ( 0,1,0,0 )
, is decoded by stacking , and
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Every testing process uses two black and white secret images and two color key images. All images have the same size n x m pixels. The n represent the width of image and m is the height of image. The two transparency images have the same size that is n x m pixels.
The data has been tested by Sari (2015) . There are two secret images used in Figure 13 and Figure 14 . After Flip Visual Cryptography process two transparency images are obtained (Figure 15 and Figure 16 ). Figure 17 and Figure 18 is a key image original 1 and a key image original 2 respectively. After the keys for this image are counted, the keys are inserted to key image original 1 and a key image original 2. The key image insertion 1 and a key image insertion 2 can be described in Figure 19 and Figure 20 . Figure 21 and Figure 22 is decrypt secret image 1 and decrypt secret image 2 without improvement respectively. Figure 23 and Figure 24 is improvement decrypt secret image 1 and improvement decrypt secret image 2 with improvement respectively. Another variation images are used in this experiment. Twenty secret images in ten experiments are used. Each experiment used two secret images. For key image, the authors used two key images. All images that are secret images and key images, have the same size n x m pixels. All experiment results a good similarity with MSE zero that is a decrypted secret image similar to original secret image.
CONCLUSIONS
The improvement of flip visual cryptography is successfully realized by using two key color images to save all key values. Two secret images with no expansion pixel are encrypted. Encryption process resulted two transparency images without pixel expansion. The decryption of two transparency images with two key images result two secret images with better performance.
